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Abstract: The following well-known framework will be applied to Hermite-Pade approximants. First the Hermite- 
Pad&type approximants will be defined. From the error of approximation some supplementary conditions will be 
fixed in order to obtain Hermite-Pad&forms. Vector orthogonal polynomials will be deduced from these conditions. 
Their existence and uniqueness are studied. In the normal case these results are ensured. Then some properties of 
vector orthogonal polynomials will be proved. 
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This paper is devoted only to algebraic properties of the vector orthogonal polynomials in 
order to obtain the corresponding algebraic properties of the Hermite-Pad6 approximants. 
Therefore it contains no analytic properties and no properties of convergence which have been 
studied extensively by a lot of people. 
1. Definition of Hermite-Pad&type approximants 
Let s be a strictly positive fixed integer. Let F be a formal power series belonging to the dual 
space of lRS+r: 
F= (fi,...,f,+r), 
where 
J(t)= EC& fori=l,2 ,..., s+l, 
j=O 
0) 
t and cij E Iw for any i = 1,. . . , s + 1 and Vj E N. That means, if X(t) is a vector in IRS+’ with 
components xi(t) for i = 1,. . . , s + 1, depending on t, then 
s+l 
F(X) = C h(t)xj(t)o 
j=l 
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Let N be a vector in i2” with components n,, . . . , n, and let F be a vector of Z’+l: 
with n,>, -1 for i=l,..., s + 1. .9’ will denote the vector space of real polynomials. Let V, lx 
a given vector polynomial belonging to 9”: 
’ U*,(t) ’ 
J%t> = ; 7 
U?$) 
where deg u,,, =n, for i=l,..., s. By convention, if ni = -1, then u,,, = 0. A transformed 
vector polynomial vN will be defined by 
I 
4,,(t) ’ 
vJ(t) = T,(t)* v,(t-‘) = ; ) 
\ 4,,(t) 
(2) 
where TN( t ) is an s X s diagonal matrix: 
T,(t)= 
It can be remarked that deg i?,,, 
ing to .!PS+l: 
= n i @ ~(0) # 0. VW< t) will denote a vector polynomial belong- 
where deg Ens+, < n,,,. 
Definition-l. The vector polynomial fz( t) will be called Hermite-Pad&type approximant of P 
(of order N) for the given generating vector polynomial V,, if 
F(Vx) = O(P+l+l). (3) 
In the sequel, F will be assumed to be such that 
f,+i = -1. 
This assumption is not, in fact, too restrictive, for F is generally assumed to be normal (see 
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[3-lo]); in this case, c,+~,~ is different from zero. Therefore f,+l is formally invertible, and the 
formal power series 
-(fs+J’F= (-(~+l)-‘flY..~ - (fs+l)-‘f3> - 1) 
satisfies our previous assumption. 
Because of the choice fs+l = - 1, the problem actually reduces to the Latin-polynomial 
problem for the formal power series fi, f2,, . . , f,. This problem was introduced by Hermite [6]. 
PadC [8] continued to work in this way. 
In [9,10], Hermite-PadC forms are computed for some F’s with f,+i given by (1). But the 
computation of all the coefficients of the formal power series - (f,+,)-‘f, is simple enough, and 
this disadvantage is compensated by the advantages of our presentation. 
Let H be a vector in Z” with components hi, i = 1,. . . , . s Let CcH) be a linear functional 
belonging to the dual space of R” 
c(H) = (Cl(hl),...&)), 
which acts on the vector space 9”. CcH) is defined from its moments: 
C(H)(~iEi) =cjhI)(xj)=ci, j+h, for i=l,...,s, (4) 
where Ei is the ith vector of the canonical basis of IR” and crhl) acts on the vector space 9. 
By convention ci, j = 0 if j < 0 for i = 1,. . . , s. 
We now give a method to obtain &+,. First some relations, to obtain the Pad&type 
approximants of a formal power series fi, are recalled (see [l]). u,, is chosen as generating 
polynomial for the Pad&type approximants of fi, and we look for a polynomial gi of degree less 
than or equal to n,,, such that 
c&)fi(t) - qJt> = o(Ys+l+l). (5) 
It has been proved in [l] that 
Un,b) 
&(t)fi(t) -g(t) = t”J+‘+lCi(hJ 1 
i 1 (6) 
=t ns+l+l E Cjht)(Xjun,(X))tj, (7) 
j=O 
where hi = n,,, - ni + 1, 
h,-1 
q&) = c ci,jtj~n,(t) + Pqt), (8) 
j=O 
(9) 
and $(t) = t “f-%vi(t-‘). The linear functional c!~I) only acts on the variable x in the previous 
relations. In (8), if hi - 1 c 0, then the sum will be taken equal to 0. 
The existence and uniqueness of gi have also been proved in [l]. These results can be 
generalized very easily in the case of the Hermite-PadC approximants. 
f~,~ will denote the vector polynomial of Ys+’ such that 
pR,i(t) =i7~,(t)E,+~i(t)E,+, for i= l,..., S, (10) 
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where Ei and &+ r are the ith and (s + l)th vectors of the canonical basis of IRS+‘, respectively. 
Thus, (5) can be written as: 
F( FR,~) = O(f”s+l+l) for i = 1,. . ., s. 
If 
then we obviously have relation (3), which is satisfied with 
and deg 6n,+l G n,+,. on,+, ad Gs+, can be written in our previous formalism. 
Since qi(t) = t”s+’ qi( t-l), it is easy to see that 
h,-1 
qi(t) = C Ci,jt"'-'_'Un,(t) + Wi(t)a 
j=O 
Let J be a vector in NS with all the components equal to 1. 
FcH-‘) will denote the formal power series 
~(n-J) = (f;(W), . . . , $h’-l)), 
belonging to the dual space of IRS such that 
with 
h,-1 
j?hl-l) = C Ci,jthl-l-j 
I 
for i = 1,. . . , s. 
j=O 
Then 
01) 
(12) 
03) 
where CcH) only acts on vectors in 02” depending on x. 
Moreover, if FcHmJ) is the formal power series belonging to the dual space of Rs such that 
~cH-0 = (fi(h,-I),. . . , fs(h’-I)), 
with 
h,-1 
then 
fiChl--l)= C ci,jtj for i= l,..., s, 
j=O 
04) 
for thiGi( t) = t”s+lwi( t-l). 
The constructive xistence proof of vx has hereby been given. Now, the uniqueness of pp will 
be proved provided that V, is fixed. 
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Theorem 2. Let F be a formal power series in the dual space of IwS+l with f,, I = - 1 and let V, be 
a given generating vector polynomial; then there exists a unique vector polynomial vs such that 
deg cnS+, G n,+, 
and 
I;(&) = O(tns+l+l). (15) 
Proof. Let us assume that there exists another vector polynomial v$ satisfying (15): 
Then F(vr- r;) = c:+,(t) - &+,(t) = O(t’s+l+l). But the degree of cc+, - cnJ+, is not greater 
than n,,,. Therefore fins+, = fi;+,. q 
Relations (6) and (7), which give the error of approximation of the Pad&type approximant, 
can be used to obtain two relations on the error of Herr&e-Pad&type approximation, due to the 
definition of Ccn) and relations (10) and (11). 
Theorem 3. Let F and V, be as in Theorem 2 and let C (H) be a linear functional belonging to the 
dual space of R” defined by (4); then the error of Hermite-Pad&type approximation is 
F( &) = t”,+l+lC(H) (16) 
=t ns+,+l f c’H’(XjvN(X))t’. (17) 
j=O 
2. Vector orthogonal polynomials 
Like in the classical theory of PadC approximants (see [1]) the two previous relations (16) and 
(17) will be used to obtain approximants of maximum order, that is to say, in determining the 
generating vector polynomial V, such that 
F@) = O(t”), (1% 
where k is an integer as large as possible; of course, fins+, is deduced from V, due to (8), (9) and 
(I2). 
In fact, we shall try to have k at least equal to q + n,,, + s where 
q=n,+ ... +n,. 
In this case, v&- is a Hermite-PadC form (see [3-lo]). Obviously, from (17), the following 
supplementary conditions have to be satisfied: 
C(H)(~jVN(~))=O forj=O,...,q+s-2. 09) 
It can be remarked that (1’9) is a linear system of q + s - 1 equations with q + s unknowns, 
which are the coefficients of all the polynomials vni for i = 1,. . . , s. But, in fact, we only have 
q + s - 1 unknowns, since (18) defines & only up to a nonzero constant multiplicative factor. 
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The polynomials u,,, can be determined uniquely, if the system (19) satisfies some conditions 
which will be specified in the sequel. 
Equation (19) has some analogies with [2, system (S)], but our introduction of (19) is simpler 
and more natural. 
Like in [2], V, will be called a vector orthogonal polynomial with respect to the linear 
functional CcH). Of course, H is not independent of N, since 
hi = *s+l -ni+l for i=l,...,s. 
If J denotes, as before, the vector in R” whose components are all equal to 1, we have 
H = (%+i +l)J-N. (20) 
This kind of index relation is very classical in Pad6 approximation. But, for obvious reasons of 
simplicity, VhH’ will be used rather than V#“s+l+l)J-N). It can be remarked that the classical 
orthogonality is obtained if s = 1. 
In the sequel, the problem of existence and uniqueness of ViH) will be studied. Every 
polynomial u::I) will be written as 
n, 
u;;~‘(x) = 2 bn,,jxj. 
j=O 
MhH’ will denote the following (q + s) X (q + s) matrix: 
%h, 
/ i 
. . . 
Cl,h,+n, 
. . . C s,h, 
. . . c s,h,+n, 
Cl,h,+q+s--l * a * Cl,h,+n,+q+s-l - * ’ %,h,+q+s-1 - ’ ’ : 1. 
Cs,h,+n,+q+s-l 
(21) 
GiH’ will denote the vector in lRq+‘-’ which consists of the first q + s - 1 components of the 
(nl + *** +n, + k)th column of MN (H) Therefore it has components . 
C k,hkfnk,“’ 3 Ck,hk+nk+q+s-2’ 
BiH) will denote the vector in Iwq+‘-’ which has components 
b n,,o, *-. Y b n,,n, 7. . * , b lIk,O,“‘, b n,,nk-l? b nk+,,O~--‘~ b n,,n,- 
Let Mi!!)E, be the (q + s - 1) x (q + s - 1) matrix which can be deduced from MiH’ by 
suppression of the last row and the (n, + . - * +n, + k)th column. Then (19) can be written as 
Therefore, we have the following obvious result. 
Theorem 4. If M,$!!)Ex is invertible, then there exists a vector orthogonal polynomial VAH’ such that 
deg V”* = nk. VhH’ is unique as soon as b,,k,nk isfixed nonzero. 
Now we shall consider the case of normal formal power series (see [3-lo]). Let D,- be the 
following(q+s+n,+,+1)X(q+s+n,+,+1)matrix: 
Cl,0 0 . . . CS,O -1 0 
0 
Cl,0 
. . . Cs.0 -1 
0 
\ C1,q+n,+,+s * *. Cl,q+",+,+s--n, . . . C s,q+n,+,+s ..' c s,q+n,+,+s-"s 
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and let A,- be its determinant. The negative of the unit matrix appearing in the upper right-hand 
corner is an (n,,, + 1) X (n,,, + 1) matrix. 
If we have ni = - 1 for a given index i, then l& does not contain any coefficient ci,.. 
Finally, by definition, we set A_,- equal to 1; J is the vector in IV’+’ with all the components 
equal to 1. 
Definition 5. The formal power series F is called normal if A,- is different from zero V’N E iZ”+l 
with ni>, -1 for i=l,...,s+l. 
This definition obviously involves that 
c~,~#O, VjER4 for i=l,..., s. 
To see this, it is sufficient to take the determinants A,- for which nk = - 1 for k = 1,. . . , s and 
k # i, n, = 0 and n,,, =j - 1. Indeed D,- is reduced to the following ( j + 1) x ( j + 1) matrix: 
.l 
0 -1 
0 * 0 
I 
0 \ 
By expansion of A,- with respect to its n,,, + 1 last columns, we obtain the determinant of MhH’ 
except for the sign. By convention this last determinant will be taken equal to 1 if N= -j. 
Therefore, the following property is obvious. 
Theorem 6. A necessary and sufficient condition that F is normal, is that MhH’ is invertible 
V’N E ZSfl withn,> -1 fori=l,..., s+l, andN# -J. 
We can prove that, if F is normal, there exists k E { 1,. . . , s } such that Mh<‘E, is invertible. 
Theorem 7. Let D,$’ be the matrix deduced from Dg by sypressing the last row and 
(n,+n,+ ..a +n,_,+i_)th column. If F is normal, then tfN~h”+‘, with ni> -1 for 
1 ,..., s+l, andNf -J. 
(i) 3j E { 1,. . . , s + l} such that Dg’ is invertible. 
(ii) 3kE {l,..., s } with k #j such that Dg’ is invertible. Moreover MC? N Ek is invertible. 
Proof. (i) Let i& be the matrix, deduced from Dz by suppressing the last row, and whose 
the 
i= 
lst, 
(n, + 2)th, (n, + n2 + 3)th,. ..,(q+s-n,)th columns are shifted to the (q+n,+l+2)th,...,(q 
+ n,+, + s + 1)th columns and the (q + s + 1)th column is shifted to the first column. 
I 
- 1 0 * * * 0 Cl,0 * * . c,,o 
&= 0 D,_, B , 
0 K S 1 
where B, S and K are, respectively, (q + n S+l) x s, (s - 1) X s and (s - 1) X (q + n,,,) matrices. 
If the ith component of N - J is not greater than - 1, then there exists no ci,. in Dg_7, and 
the (q + n,,, + i + 1)th column of & whose components are c~,~, . . . , c~,~+~ +,+s_-l does not 
exist. 
.v 
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Since I; is normal, D~_J is invertible. It is possible to transform &, with an invertible 
transform T, to annihilate block matrices B and K. The matrix Dr has to be multiplied on the 
left by the following matrix: 
1 
10 *** 0 0 *** 0 
0 4 0 
1 
, 
0 -K(D,-_,-)-I I2 
where Ii and I2 are, respectively, ( q + n,, 1 ) x (q + n,,,) and (s - 1) x (s - 1) unity matrices. 
Then this product has to be multiplied on the right by the following matrix: 
1 
IO . . . 00 . . . 0 
0 4 -( D,--$~B 
I 
, 
0 0 13 
where I3 is the s X s unity matrix. The transformed matrix is: 
-1 0 *** 0 ci,o *** c,,o 
T&i= 0 
/ 
D,-_J 0 5 
0 0 s* 1 
where S * is the (s - 1) x s transformed matrix of S. 
If we assume that Dg’ is singular Vj E { 1,. . . , s + l}, then the matrix 
i 
Cl,0 * * * cs,o -1 
S* 0 1 
(23) 
has rank less than s. Thus S * has its rank less than s - 1, and therefore Dw is singular, which is 
in contradiction with the fact that P is normal. Thus property (i) holds. 
(ii) Matrix (23) has its rank equal to s; S* has its rank equal to s - 1. It is easy to see that two 
s X s invertible matrices can be obtained either by suppression of a jth column or by 
suppression of a k th column with k E { 1,. . . , s } . Then D$) is invertible as well as D&j). 
If As), which is the determinant of OFi”‘, is expanded with respect to its n,,, + 1 last columns, 
we obtain the determinant of Mh!)E,, except for the sign. 0 
In the case of the Pad6 approximants, the normality involves that all the orthogonal 
polynomials have a nonzero constant term. Here we have the same property. 
Theorem 8. If F is normal, then the vector orthogonal polynomial V, is such that v,,(O) Z 0 for 
i = 1,. . . , s. 
Proof. If DR,j is the matrix deduced from D,- by suppression of the last row and the 
(n,+ ... +nj +j)th column, and if AF,j is the determinant of DT,~, then A,j # 0 because for F 
is normal. But from (22) 
where L$ is a determinant equal to A,j, except for the sign. Thus bn,,o = v,,(O) Z 0. 0 
(W If V, has been computed (MN_E, being invertible), we have the following property. 
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Theorem 9. M$!‘E, is assumed to be invertible. Then MAH’ invertible 0 CcH’( x~+‘-~V~( x)) # 0. 
Proof. MkH’ is multiplied on the right by the following (4 + s) X (q + s) invertible matrix: 
‘1 
0 
\ 
0 bq.0 
0 
1 : 
b *k.nk 
1 
b 0 n,,n, 1 
(24 
The bi,j’s are in the (ni + . - . -tn, + k)th column. 
By using (19) we obtain the matrix, as shown in Fig. 1, in which the coefficient (Y is in the 
(n,+ *** +n,+k)th column and is equal to C (H) q+“-‘VN(x)). The hatched part is MAC&k (x 
and the other coefficients of the last row are those of the last row of MhH) besides (Y. 
With Fig. 1, the result of our theorem is obvious. 0 
To summarize the results given in our Theorems 6-9, if F is normal, MhH’ is invertible 
VN E zs+l. Moreover M’? N Ek is invertible and therefore CcH’( x~+~-~V~_( x)) + 0. 
It must be remarked that k, introduced in Theorem 7, depends on N (k is not constant for 
any N). 
We can also prove that v~,+~ (0) # 0 if F is normal. We begin by proving the following result. 
Theorem 10. If V, is a vector orthogonal polynomial with respect o the linear functional C,(H), then 
the polynomial v,$+, defined by relation (13) is such that 
vn,+,(o) = P(X-lvN(X)) = cCH-J)(V-(X)). (25) 
Proof. We use (13). For t = 0 we have: 
ECH-Q( VN) = 2 ci,h,_ivn,(o) = C(H-J)( v,(o)). 
i=l 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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But in t = 0, 
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C(H) 
i 
G(x) - Jut) 
x-t i 
= C(H-JyvN(X) - v,(o)). 
Therefore (25) holds. q 
(W If P is normal and if V, has been computed ( MN_Ek being invertible), then it can be proved 
that C(H)(~-lVN(~)) # 0, and therefore un,+,(0) # 0. 
Theorem 11. IfP is normal, then un,+,(0) #0. 
Proof. For F fixed, the matrix iVhHpJ) is invertible, because its determinant is equal to A;ii_E$+,, 
except for the sign (it suffices to expand A,-_E$+, with respect to its n,,, last columns to see it). 
MhH’ is multiplied on the right by matrix (24). By using (19) we obtain the matrix, as shown in 
Fig. 2, in which the coefficient (Y of the (n, + - . - + nk + k)th column is equal to CcH)( x-‘V,( x)), 
and the hatched part is it&!& *, which is invertible. 
Theorem 10 shows us that Theorem 11 holds. •I 
Of course all these properties of vector orthogonal polynomials have their corresponding 
properties for the Hermite-Pad6 approximants. If P is normal, then the Hermite-Pad6 ap- 
proximant fj is unique except for a constant multiplicative factor. All the polynomials &,, have 
the exact degree n, for i = 1,. . . , s + 1. 
Some algorithms for the recursive computation of Hermite-Pad6 approximants were given by 
Paszkowski [9,10]. But it is also possible to deduce some computational algorithms for vector 
orthogonal polynomials based on recurrence relations. Maanaoui’s thesis [7] contains such 
recurrence relations. They can be generalized. 
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